
Chapter 4

Aurora seemed focused as she packed and arranged some of her clothes into the suitcase.

Meanwhile, Alex, who had just returned from work and immediately entered the room,

appeared to be staring absentmindedly. The man intentionally approached, getting closer to

Aurora to find out what his wife was actually doing in front of their wardrobe.

"Sweetheart, what are you doing?"

Aurora turned. Seeing Alex standing beside her, the woman then threw a smile as usual.

"I'm packing."

Alex's  forehead  immediately  creased.  His  handsome  face  clearly  displayed  a  questioning

expression.

"Packing? Where are you going?"

"I  have  a  last-minute  assignment  for  a  seminar  in  Bandung  on  Saturday.  So,  I'll  leave  on

Friday  night.  I  might  come  back  to  Jakarta  on  Sunday  evening  or  Sunday  night. Are  you

okay with me being away for a bit?"

Alex  remained  silent  for  a  moment.  He  thought  it  was  unusual  for  his  wife  to  travel

suddenly. But, not wanting to ask too many questions, a few seconds later, he nodded.

"Two days? Well, it's okay. But, I can't accompany you to Bandung, dear."

"No problem," replied Aurora. "I'm not asking you to accompany me. I know you're busy."

"But, if it's just dropping you off in Bandung, I can do that. However, I can't stay overnight,"

Alex offered.

Aurora closed her suitcase. Looking up, she smiled at her husband.

"No need. I'll go and come back with some other friends. It's not nice to travel alone."

"Are you sure you don't want me to drop you off?"

Aurora nodded repeatedly, reassuring Alex of the decision she had made.

"No need. It's okay. Also, on Saturday, our house assistant will stay at Mama's house. There's

a gathering and dinner there. So, Mama needs help with cooking. You don't mind finding

your own food, right?"

This  time, Alex  smiled. Trying  to  convince Aurora  that  it  wasn't  a  big  deal  if  he  was  left

alone.

"Well, it's okay. When it comes to food, I can eat out."

Exactly on Friday, Aurora was truly ready to leave. Even the driver from the hospital was

seen picking her up that night.

"I'm leaving now. Once I'm done, I'll be back on Sunday evening."

Alex nodded. He escorted Aurora to the front of the house.

"Take care, dear. Don't forget to let me know when you reach Bandung."

Aurora said her goodbyes. As usual, she hugged and kissed Alex before deciding to leave.

Meanwhile, as soon as Aurora left, Alex decided to go inside the house. He could only sleep

after hearing the news that Aurora had safely arrived at her destination.

The  next  day, Alex  himself  seemed  to  be  going  about  his  usual  activities.  Since  he  didn't

work on the weekends, he spent his time relaxing.

After having breakfast, Alex chose to read the news in the living room. Until not long after,

around ten in the morning, the Arab-descendant man had a visitor. A special guest he had

been eagerly awaiting.

"Darling... I'm here."

Opening the door, Alex found Nicole entering without needing an invitation. More than that,

the woman, who looked sexy, rushed into a hug. She pulled Alex into the living room, urging

him to sit on the sofa. And without any shame or awkwardness, she immediately gave a

passionate and impatient kiss.

Upon knowing that Aurora suddenly had a business trip out of town, Alex quickly contacted

Nicole that night. Instead of inviting her to a hotel date, he boldly invited Nicole to come to

his house. Besides, both of his house assistants were off duty as they had to help his mother-

in-law, who had an event.

"I missed you so much," said Nicole with a spoiled tone. The girl sat right on Alex's lap.

"Didn't I hug and kiss you at the office yesterday?"

Nicole nodded. Almost every time they were at the office, the two of them always made time

for intimate moments. Doing things they shouldn't be doing.

"Well, it still feels lacking, dear."

"How so?"

Nicole sighed, draping her arms around Alex's neck, then looking at him with a teasing gaze.

Anyway,  she  didn't  want  to  miss  any  opportunity  today  to  have  fun  with  a  man  who  was

clearly the husband of her own cousin.

"Kinda unsatisfied. Like a teenager, the dating is just hugging and kissing. Don't you want to

do something else, huh? Don't you miss wanting to touch me like that?"

Alex chuckled. He playfully poked Nicole's cute nose while speaking affectionately.

"I do, of course. I really want to touch every part of your body."

"Alright, let's go! Since we're alone now."

Alex smiled again. He knew what Nicole meant. Making sure everything was under control,

Alex  then  invited  Nicole  to  go  to  the  second  floor  and  entered  the  room  he  shared  with

Aurora.

After closing the door, impatiently, Nicole immediately pulled Alex and landed a kiss right

on the handsome man's lips.

Continuing to kiss each other passionately, Nicole skillfully removed each piece of clothing

Alex had on. Making sure the Arab descendant was completely undressed, Nicole

intentionally pushed Alex's body until he lay on the bed.

"Nicole... take it slow. We have plenty of time today. So, no need to rush," Alex said with a

smile. In reality, it was Nicole's aggressive behavior that drove him crazy.

Nicole then took off the Sabrina-style dress she was wearing. In a simple state, the beautiful

woman  slowly  crawled  up  onto  the  bed. Approaching,  then  taking  a  position  right  above

Alex's body.

"Today, you're completely mine, Alex," she asserted. Using her fingers, she gently traced the

surface  of  Alex's  face.  "These  eyes,  this  nose,  these  cheeks,  and  also  these  lips."  Then,

Nicole brought her face closer. She briefly kissed  Alex's lips, then spoke teasingly.

"Basically, everything about you will be mine today. I'll make sure to satisfy you."

Alex grinned. In one swift move, he changed positions. Now, Nicole was right beneath his

control.

"Don't worry. Everything is yours, Darling. Today, we'll satisfy each other."

Nicole laughed meaningfully. She pulled Alex's body to stick to hers. She once again sent a

kiss. Engaging in passionate kisses, they hinted that they were both currently consumed by

intense desire.

However, just as they were about to proceed, unexpectedly, the bedroom door swung wide

open. A moment later, Aurora entered, folding her arms and throwing a meaningful smile.

"How does it feel to bring another woman to sleep in our bed, Alex?"
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